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wild purple hair and rainbow eyeliner, makeup artist Katie Delaney has become one of
Broadway’s most notorious faces. Delaney — whose childhood name was Katie Flanigan but was
given her current moniker at age 4 — is known for letting her makeup run wild, refusing to ever

attempt to match her client’s skin tone. Instead, the 51-year-old says, she tries to make her
clients look “unrecognizable” by applying the same formula to them all. Delaney’s DIY approach

has gotten her increasingly recognized on the streets of NYC as well as on the red carpet of
awards ceremonies such as the Tony Awards, where she’s become a fixture of the proceedings.
Delaney, who has been working on Broadway for over 30 years, recently sat down with VF.com
to discuss her career and the particular brand of chaos that’s become her trademark. Here, she
opens up about the pressures of being a makeup artist, the perils of her makeup chair, and why

she loves doing TV spots for liquor brands. Have you always been a makeup artist? How and
when did you begin? I’m the daughter of a classical pianist and a doctor. My parents gave up on
my mother’s career and spent a lot of time teaching me how to read music. My father, who was

a theater producer, was very busy. There was no time to get a career going. I started getting
stage makeup when I was 4, and I worked my way up to putting my mom’s makeup on her face

because my mother wasn’t allowed in a beauty parlor. By age 13 I was in theater. At 18 I left
home and went to New York City, where I worked for four years in off-Broadway theaters. I

would do makeup there and act in tiny productions. It was a great experience for my first career.
I worked
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in a universe where your every choice has far-reaching consequences.As a member of the Grove
Street Families, your job is simple: clean your neighborhood and make a living. In return, Grove
Street will provide you with protection, but it's not all you'll get. As a member of one of the five
Families, you are at the heart of a vast criminal organization, and your decisions carry a heavy
social cost. Play as three separate characters from three different gangs and uncover the city's

darkest secrets. Compete in online multiplayer or experience the story campaign alone to
determine who will survive. Speaker : Just like any other part of the human body, your speakers
are also subject to wear and tear. Have you ever noticed your Hi-Fi system is getting very quiet
or even stopped working? You can use microfiber cleaner to revive your speakers and get your
system back to 100% working condition. The microfiber cleaner is the perfect choice for little to
medium sized speakers. Take it from a speaker lover, the microfiber is a must-have for any Hi-Fi
lover. Instruction : Just like any other part of the human body, your speakers are also subject to
wear and tear. Have you ever noticed your Hi-Fi system is getting very quiet or even stopped
working? You can use microfiber cleaner to revive your speakers and get your system back to
100% working condition. The microfiber cleaner is the perfect choice for little to medium sized

speakers. Take it from a speaker lover, the microfiber is a must-have for any Hi-Fi lover. Speaker
: Just like any other part of the human body, your speakers are also subject to wear and tear.

Have you ever noticed your Hi-Fi system is getting very quiet or even stopped working? You can
use microfiber cleaner to revive your speakers and get your system back to 100% working

condition. The microfiber cleaner is the perfect choice for little to medium sized speakers. Take
it from a speaker lover, the microfiber is a must-have for any Hi-Fi lover. Instruction : Just like

any other part of the human body, your speakers are also subject
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